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Abstract
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is extremely powerful and widely accepted classifier in
the field of machine learning due to its better generalization capability. However, SVM is
not suiTable for large scale dataset due to its high computational complexity. The
computation and storage requirement increases tremendously for large dataset. In this
paper, we have proposed a MapReduce based SVM for large scale data. MapReduce is a
distributed programming model which works on large scale dataset by dividing the huge
datasets in smaller chunks. MapReduce distribution model works on several frame works
like Hadoop Twister and so on. In this paper, we have analyzed the impact of penalty and
kernel parameters on the performance of parallel SVM. The experimental result shows
that the number of support vectors and predictive accuracy of SVM is affected by the
choice of these parameters. From experimental results, it is also analyzed that the
computation time taken by the SVM with multi-node cluster is less as compared to the
single node cluster for large dataset.
Keywords: Parallel SVM, Hadoop, Big Data, SVM Parameters, MapReduce

1. Introduction
As the technology is growing the size of data is also growing accordingly. People
are living in the world of data. The term big data came into the picture due to the
awareness of people towards the technology. The term big data refers to the dataset
of huge size which are unable to store in typical database. These huge datasets
cannot be analyzed by simple RDBMS tools. Generally the RDBMS can store and
process the structured dataset but the huge amount of generated data can be
structured unstructured or semi-structured [1]. Researchers are deluged with this
continuously increasing amount of data processing which is storm of data is flowing
in almost all science research areas like web data, biomedical, Bio-Informatics and
other disciplines due to its high accuracy and capability to deal with high dimension
data [2-4]. The biggest challenge in front of researchers is how to do the proper
analysis of this much large scale of data so that the meaningful results can be drawn
from it. To give better visualization of the large scaled data, data mining comes into
the picture. Data mining is the procedure to discover the new pattern from the
existing datasets [5-7]. Various data mining algorithm has been developed and
implemented in practice by many researchers. But now in the era of big data there is
need to develop data mining algorithms which are suiTable for big data analysis.
Several parallel algorithms have been developed using threads, MPI, MapReduce
and so on [5, 8]. Among all these techniques MapReduce is practically well suited
for large scale data analysis. In this paper an algorithm for MapReduce based SVM
is implemented which run on several data size files and training time has been
calculated on Hadoop cluster. A major problem with SVM is to select the proper
kernel parameters [9-10]. In this paper the number of support vectors has been
calculated on several dataset by varying the value of penalty parameter C and RBF
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kernel function parameter σ. The corresponding accuracy and training time has been
calculated for the same.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes about the basic of SVM,
SVM kernels, advantages and disadvantages of SVM and why there is need of
parallel SVM. Section III describes the architecture of parallel SVM. Section IV
describes the Hadoop framework which is mainly focused on its two core
components HDFS and MapReduce distributed programming model. Section V
focuses on architecture and algorithm of MapReduce based parallel SVM. Section
VI includes the experimental results. And finally Section VII concludes with future
work.

2. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was introduced by Vladimir N. Vapnik in 1995
[11-13]. SVM is the most popular learning machine that uses supervised learning
model for data classification and regression. The main logic used by SVM for data
classification is to drawn optimal hyper-plane which acts as a separator between the
two classes. The separator should be chosen like that it gives the maximum margin
between the vectors of two classes. Due to this reason SVM is also called maximum
margin classifier. The vectors near the hyper-plane are called support vectors [1117].

Figure 1. Support Vectors and Margin
SVM makes an assumption that larger the margin between the hyper-planes will
provide better generalization for data classification. Let us consider the training vectors
which belongs to binary classes (xi,yi) ,i=1, …l ,xi € Rn,yi€{+1,-1} ,where the Rn is the
input space, xi is the feature vector and yi is the class label of xi. The function for linear
separating function is given as follows,
(1)
Where w is a weight vector and b is called the bias. The hyper-plane which maximizes
the margin
is called optimal hyperplane. The optimal separating hyper-plane can be
achieved by solving the following optimization problem:
|+C

(2)

Subject to
(3)
Or its dual problem
(4)
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Subject to
0
(5)
Where e is the vector of all ones. C is the penalty parameter also called penalty of error
which is positive; is
and is the relaxation parameter. By solving these
equations we will get α and b. After getting α and b we can classify the decision problem
as [18-19]:
<
>
(6)
The hyper-plane can only divide the dataset into two classes when it is linearly
separable. In the case of non-linearly separable datasets SVM uses kernel functions.
Kernel functions are used to map non-linearly datasets into high-dimensional space. In
terms of general division kernel function is of two types called local kernel function and
global kernel function. In local kernel function data points adjacent to each other make
impact on kernel points. The global kernel function data points distant from each other
make influence on kernel point [12, 19].
The different kernel functions are listed below in Table1.
Table 1. Types of Kernel [19]
Kernels
1.Linear Kernel Function

Equation

2.Polynomial Kernel Function
3.Radial Basis Kernel Function
4.Exponential
function
5.Gaussian
Function

radial

Radial

basis

kernel

Basis

Kernel

6.Sigmoid Kernel Function

RBF kernel function gives better result as compare to linear and polynomial
kernel function. But the biggest challenge with RBF kernel function is to choose the
optimum value of penalty parameter C and kernel parameter that gives better
accuracy. In this paper several value of C and has been taken on different datasets
to cross validate the effect of it on number of support vectors and accuracy. The
advantages of SVM are: SVM is very much effective in high dimensional spaces,
unlike neural network there is no local optimal in SVM, Effective in even high
dimensional datasets, various kernel functions can be used for decision function.
User can also specify custom kernel function. The disadvantages of support vector
machines are: Selection of appropriate kernel function is the biggest challenge,
Estimating the optimal value of Gaussian parameters is itself challenging, If the
numbers of features are much greater than the number of available samples, it gives
poor performance[11-12, 15,20-27].

Why there is a Need of Parallel SVM?
The critical issue with traditional SVM is its unreasonable algorithmic
complexity, excessive memory requirement of the required quadratic programming
in large scale datasets. The limitation of SVM is its speed and size in both training
and testing phase. Efficient parallel algorithm and its implementation are key to
work with large scale data.
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Parallel SVM works on large datasets by splitting the dataset into smaller
fragments and use a number of SVM’s to process each individual data chunks and
finding local support vectors. By doing this the overall training time can be reduced.

3. Parallel SVM
The architecture of PSVM is shown in Figure 2. The training of SVM is done
with partial Support Vector Machines. Every sub SVM gives the partial solution
local to that SVM which is used to find the final global solution. By the help of
PSVM model, enormous data optimization work can be distributed into several
individual small optimizations [28]. The calculated support vectors of the previous
sub-Support Vector Machine are given as an input to the next sub -Support Vector
Machines. These all sub-Support Vector Machines are combined in a hierarchical
manner. In the parallel SVM architecture, the output set of support vectors of two
Support Vector Machines are merged into single set and work as an input for the
next Support Vector Machine. This process prolongs till it left with a single set of
Support vectors. In this architecture the SVM always deals with a subset of data,
resulting in much smaller training set for each SVMs as compare to the whole large
training set. In this paper lib-Support Vector Machine (lib-SVM) [29] library is used
to train every subset of training data at each sub Support Vector Machine.

Figure 2. Architecture of Parallel SVM
The proposed approach for parallel SVM is implemented on the Hadoop framework
using the concept of MapReduce based distributed programming model.

4. Hadoop Framework
Hadoop framework is open-source software which encourages distributed
application. It allows user application to communicate and work with several
independent computer nodes and terabytes or even petabytes of data. Goggle
introduced a Google File System (GFS) [30-31] and Google’s MapReduce white
papers in the year 2003 and 2004 respectively. The most important characteristics of
Hadoop framework are it partitions the data into thousands of machines and execute
it in parallel manner. The Hadoop cluster can be setup by simply using commodity
hardwares. These commodity servers can process large scale data efficiency. The
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Hadoop framework works with two main components. These two main components
are Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce distributed
programming model [32-33]. The architecture of Hadoop framework is shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. Architecture of Hadoop Cluster
The Hadoop framework consists of Hadoop common package containing all
required JAR files to launch Hadoop. This package also gives source code and its
required documentation. By keeping everything together a Hadoop cluster can be
formed shown in the diagram.
4.1. The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS)
The architecture of HDFS is shown in Figure 4. HDFS is a distributed and
scalable file system for Hadoop framework. HDFS is written in java and is a
porTable filesystem of Hadoop. HDFS stores all its metadata to its devoted server
known as NameNode also called master node. NameNode is the first node through
which the user communicates to perform any input and output to the Hadoop cluster.
There is only one master node in a Hadoop cluster and it should be the most reliable
node of the whole cluster because without NameNode the whole cluster becomes
unserviceable. It is the single point of failure of whole system. The actual data is
stored in DataNodes also called slave nodes. DataNodes are responsible to process
read and write operation and also the creation, deletion and replication of data block
under the guidance of NameNode. All nodes in a Hadoop clusters are connected
with one other by applying TCP-protocol.
Conventionally Hadoop maintain three replica of one data chunk. But user can
decide number of replication depending on the number of DataNode available in a
Hadoop cluster. This replication factor ensures the reliability and security of data
hence the fault tolerance in the Hadoop cluster can be achieved. HDFS is mainly
designed for batch processing which provides high throughput and high I/O access
of information. Apart from data replication Hadoop uses heartbeat messages to
ensure fault tolerance and automatic recovery from failure. As the java language
works on the principle of ―Write Once Run Anywhere‖ HDFS works on the
principle of ―Write Once Read Anytime‖. Once the data has been written in HDFS
cannot be modified. The Architecture of HDFS is shown below in the diagram. The
diagram clearly explains, the NameNode is responsible for storing metadata and the
DataNode is responsible for storing the actual data [32-34].
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Figure 4. HDFS Architecture
4.2. MapReduce Programming Model
MapReduce is a programming model introduced by Google in year 2004.
MapReduce programming model works on two functions called Map and Reduce.
Users define a map function which is applied on input data in the form of key/value
pair and generates a set of intermediate key/value pair. The reduce function combine
these intermediate values corresponding to similar intermediate key.

Figure 5. The MapReduce Programming Model
The architecture of Hadoop MapReduce programming model is shown in the
Figure 5. It shows how the input is divided into logical chunks and partitioned into
various separate sets. These sets are then sorted and each sorted chunks are passed
to the reducer. MapReduce model implements Mapper and Reducer interfaces to
implement the map and reduce function.

Mapper
Here Map function takes the input in the form of <key, value> pairs and
generates a set of <key, value> pairs as an intermediate result. Here the term key
corresponds to the unique group number associated with each value. And the term
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value is the actual data related to the process. MapReduce programming model
merge the intermediate results with similar key and sends the output to the reduce
function.

Reducer
Here Reduce function is also defined by the user as per their requirement. Reduce
function takes the intermediate <key,value> pair and merges this <key value > pairs to get
the final set of values. Programmers are required to set only the correct set of<key,value>
pairs . Mapreduce framework can correctly combine the values in one set having similar
key together [35].

5. MapReduce Based Parallel SVM
MapReduce is a very popular parallel programming methodology. The map and reduce
function in MapReduce programming paradigm is as follows:
Map(Key1,Value1) -> [(key2,value2)] and Reduce(key2, [value2]) ->[value3]

Figure 6. Flow Diagram of Parallel SVM Using MapReduce
The flow diagram of parallel SVM is shown in Figure 6. Execution of parallel SVM
works like as follows:
Initially the computation unit should be available to perform the computation. The
whole large dataset D is divided into n parts like {D1, D2, D3 … Dn). The sub datasets is
keep into the computational unit. MapReduceDriver commences the MapReduce job on
each node. In each computation unit Map jobs are performed. The Trained support vector
from each mapper is send to the reducer to perform reduce operation. In the reduce phase,
each support vectors of all map operation is grouped together and sent to the user. The
training procedure will iterate until all sub-SVM are merged into one SVM.
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Algorithm of Parallel SVM:
1. Training Data: Containing samples, its attributes and corresponding class-Labels
are given by the user.
2. Map: - In this phase, mapper operates on its corresponding data set chunk. The
output of the map procedure is number of support vectors local to its space.
3. Reduce: - In this phase global weight vector is being computed by taking all local
support vector computed individually as an input.
4. Output:- Final Global W and Support Vector(SV)
The description of symbols used in mapper and reducer algorithm is shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Description of Symbols Used in Algorithm
Notation
i
C
i
h
Dc
SVc
SVglobal

Description
Iteration number
Number of nodes in Hadoop cluster
Hypothesis at iteration i
Subset of data at node c
Support Vectors at node c
Global support Vector

Pseudo Code
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In the initial step set i=0 , vi=φ
i=i+1

For each node in the cluster C,C=c1,c2,… cn
read the global support vectors and add it with the subset of given training data.
Train support vector machine with new merged dataset.
Find out all the support vectors with each data subset.
Merge all local SVs and calculate the global SVs
If hi=hi-1 stop , else goto step 2

Mapper Algorithm
SVglobal=φ
whilehi≠hi-1 do
forc€C //for each node
Dci← Dci U SVc
end for
end while

Reducer Algorithm
while hi≠hi-1 do
forc€C
SVc=binary sum(Dc)
end for
forc€C
SVglobal=SVglobalᶸSVc
end for
end while

6. Experimental Setup
The experiment is accomplished on the Hadoop cluster. The Hadoop
infrastructure made up of one cluster having four nodes in one lab. Each node in the
cluster having Intel® core™ i3-3220 CPU @3.30GHz 6.00 GB of RAM has been
used. The calculated bandwidth is 100MBPS used for TCP connection. Hadoop
version 2.2.0, CentOS6.2 (Final) OS, VMware Workstation 10.0.2, Eclipse IDE
JAVA version jdk 1.6.0_33 Windows 7, MATLAB 7.10.0 is used.
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6.1. Sequential SVMVs. Parallel SVM
This Section includes experiment on different size data file to analyze the
efficiency of parallel SVM on Hadoop cluster.

Experiment 1:
This experiment is carried out on the dataset having different number of instances as
mentioned in Table3 and Figure7.
Table 3. Sequential SVM Using Lib SVM on Single Node
#of instances
146
843
2213
4599
10885
20010

Execution time (in Sec)
56.12
263.72
2999.19
5110.34
12465.32
22786.32

Figure 7. Sequential SVM Using LIBSVM on Single Node

Result Analysis
This is an example of classical sequential SVM which is carried out on the
dataset of different sizes. From the above chart we can find out that in sequential
SVM as the data size increases corresponding training time increases.

Experiment 2:
The experiment is carried out on 3 node Hadoop cluster and by varying the dataset size
as shown in Table 4 and Figure 8
Table 4. Data Size Increasing& Keeping Constant No. of Nodes
Dataset Size (in MB)

Execution time(in sec)

No of nodes

128
256
512
1024

96.6
115.52
206.58
376.8

3
3
3
3
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Figure 8. Data Size Increasing& Keeping Constant No. of Nodes

Result Analysis
This experiment is carried out on Hadoop cluster having 3 nodes. Here also we
can see that the training time increasing as the data size increasing. But we can
analyze in this case the training time is much lesser as compare to classical SVM.

Experiment 3
The experiment is carried out by keeping data size constant and varying the number of
nodes as shown in Table5 and Figure 9.
Table 5. Keeping Dataset Size Constant & Varying Number of Nodes
Dataset Size(in MB)

Execution Time(in sec)

No of nodes

512
512
512
512

611.31
378.43
205.58
189.56

1
2
3
4

Figure 9. Keeping DataSize Constant and Increasing No of Nodes

Result Analysis
This experiment is carried out on Hadoop cluster by keeping the data size constant and
increasing the number of nodes on Hadoop cluster. We can analyze the training time is
decreasing as we are increasing the number of nodes. Since the data size is not that much
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high so training time is decreasing drastically up to 3 nodes. Later on there is not much
variation on training time.

Experiment 4
The experiment is carried out on by varying both the data size and number of nodes as
shown in Table6 and Figure 10.
Table 6. By Varying Both the Datasize and No. of Nodes
Dataset Size (in MB)
128
256
512
1024

Execution time(in sec)
232.21
213.23
206.32
289.45

No. of Nodes
1
2
3
4

Figure 10. By Varying Both Datasize and No. of Nodes

Result Analysis
This experiment is carried out on Hadoop cluster by varying both the data size and
number of nodes. The results clearly indicate the advantage of using Hadoop multi node
cluster over the single node. Here we can see even the 128MB file and 1GB file is taking
almost the same training time by using 4 node Hadoop cluster over a single node.
6.2. Experiments to Analyze the Effects of Penalty Parameters C and Gaussian
Kernel Parameter and Number of Nodes on Number of Support Vectors and its
Accuracy on different Datasets.
The lists of data sets that are mentioned in Table7 have been taken from UCI machine
learning repository [36]. The length of datasets and its corresponding number of attributes
are shown in the Table. On these datasets several value of sigma has been taken to
estimate the corresponding number of support vectors and its accuracy.
Table 7. The List of Datasets Used for Experiments
DataSet Name
Ionosphere
Waveform
Forest Covtype
Adult
Heart
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# of DataSet Instances
351
5000
581012
48842
270

No of Attributes
34
40
54
14
13
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Ionosphere Dataset Analysis:
In the Ionosphere dataset 34 attributes are labeled 2 classes. It is a binary classification
problem and labels are denoted by +1 or -1.The whole dataset is divided into two parts
one is used for training and other is used for testing. The training file consists of 228
samples and testing part includes 128 data samples. This example is run onto 3
computational nodes for several values of RBF kernel function parameter σ by keeping
penalty parameter as 10. Here the line graph is shown for the corresponding experiment to
show the effect of σ on number of support vectors.
comparision of no of support vectors and its accuracy on ionosphere dataset
Keeping Penalty parameter 10

200
150
100
50
500

400

300

200

100

Accuracy

1000

no of support vectors
σ

50

20

10

5

2

1

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.02

0.01

0

Figure 11. Comparison of No of Support Vectors and its Corresponding
Accuracy for different Values of σ on Ionosphere Datasets Keeping Penalty
Parameter C=10
Table 8. Measurement of No. of Support Vectors and its Accuracy by
Varying No. of Nodes on Hadoop Cluster
Number of nodes
1
2
3
4

Number of SVs
159
151
155
149

Training Time(in sec)
123.51
80.46
74.34
74.61

Accuracy (in %)
86.43
85.07
84.43
88.10

150

100
Training Time (in Sec)
50

Accuracy( in %)

0

1

2

3

4

Figure 12. Comparison of Training Time & its Accuracy on Hadoop Cluster
by Varying No of Nodes
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Figure 13. Comparison of No of Support Vectors on Hadoop Cluster by
Varying No of Nodes
We can analyze that the number of support vector decrease up to some extent as the
value of σ increases. Here the number of support vector is minimal at σ=20 and we can
also see that the corresponding accuracy at that particular point is highest. We can analyze
when the data size is small there is not much effect on training time while increasing the
number of nodes.

Waveform Dataset Analysis
In the Waveform dataset 40 attributes are labeled 3 classes. The whole dataset is
contains 5000 instances. Two experiments are done on this dataset. One experiment is
carried out on Hadoop cluster having 3 computational nodes by keeping penalty
parameter C=1 as constant and varying the value of σ. Another experiment is carried out
on MATLAB by varying both the value of both penalty parameter C and σ. In both
experiment we are estimating the number of support vectors on different values of C and
σ.

comparision of no of support vectors and its accuracy on waveformdataset
Keeping Penalty parameter 1

1200
1000
800
600
400

no of support vectors

200

Accuracy

0

σ

Figure 14. Comparison of Number of Support Vectors and its
Corresponding Accuracy for different Values of σ by Keeping Penalty
Parameter C=1
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Figure 15. Comparison of No. of Support Vectors by Varying the Value of C
and σ in the Range of 0.01 to 1000
Table 9. Measurement of No. of Support Vectors and its Accuracy by
Varying No. of Nodes on Hadoop Cluster
Number of nodes
1
2
3
4

Number of SVs
1076
1045
1034
1023

Training Time(in sec)
123.51
80.46
74.34
74.61

Accuracy (in %)
86.43
85.07
84.43
88.10

140
120
100
80

Training Time (in sec)

60

Accuracy(in %)

40
20
0
1

2

3

4

Figure 16. Comparison of Training Time & its Accuracy on Hadoop Cluster
by Varying No of Nodes
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Figure 17. Comparison of No of Support Vectors on Hadoop Cluster by
Varying No of Nodes
The result is, the minimum number of support vectors is corresponding to maximum
accuracy. And experiment number 6.2 shows the effect of regularization parameter also
called penalty parameter C and σ on number of support vectors. We can analyze how the
number of support vector is decreasing by increasing the value of σ. Also there is not
much effect of C on number of support vectors. If we increase the value of C too much
we will lose the generalization properties of the classifier. Also higher the value of C
usually increases the training timing as well.

Forest Covtype Data Analysis
The dataset is collected from UCI machine learning repository. The dataset is used to
classify forest cover type. There are 581012 data instances in the dataset and 54 attributes
are labeled 4 classes. The experiment is carried out on Hadoop cluster by varying number
of nodes. The number of support vectors is calculated and the corresponding accuracy has
been measured as shown in Table8. For whole experiment the RBF kernel function is
taken into the consideration and the training time has been calculated.
Table 10. Measurement of No. of Support Vectors and its Accuracy by
Varying Number of Nodes on Forest Covtype Dataset
Number of nodes
1
2
3
4

Number of SVs
21462
21458
21463
21455

Training Time(in sec)
379.39
214.23
154.34
90.34

Accuracy (in %)
80.43
84.07
86.43
88.10

400

300
Training Time(in Sec)

200

Accuracy (in %)

100
0
1

2

3

4

Figure 18. Comparison of Training Time and its Accuracy on Hadoop
Cluster by Varying no of Nodes
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Number of Support vectors
21465
21460
Number of Support
vectors

21455
21450

1

2

3

4

Figure 19. Comparison of No of Support Vectors on Hadoop Cluster by
Varying No of Nodes
The Experiment is carried out on Hadoop cluster using forest Covtype dataset. Result
shows that it is giving the maximum accuracy when numbers of nodes are 4.Also we can
analyze how the training time increases while decreasing with the number of nodes.

Adult Dataset Analysis
The dataset is collected from UCI machine learning repository having 48842 instances
having 14 attributes and 2 class labeled. It is a binary class problem having two class label
denoted by +1 and -1. The whole dataset is divided into two parts. The training data file
contains 32542 instances and 16300 instances. Here the experiment is carried out by
taking RBF kernel function, penalty parameter C=1 and σ =0.01. Experiment is carried
out by varying the number of nodes on Hadoop cluster as shown in Table 9.
Table 11. Measurement of No. of Support Vectors and its Accuracy by
Varying No. of Nodes on Hadoop Cluster
Number of nodes

Number of SVs

1
2
3
4

11916
11903
11898
11918

Training
sec)
499.34
291.56
237.78
235.64

Time(in

Accuracy(in %)
84.33
83.07
88.43
84.10

Figure 20. Comparison of Training Time and its Accuracy on Hadoop
Cluster by Varying No of Nodes
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Figure 21. Comparison of No of Support Vectors on Hadoop Cluster by
Varying No of Nodes
Experiment is carried out on Adult Dataset Analysis. Here the dataset is run on Hadoop
cluster by varying the value of number of nodes. Here the value of C and σ is constant and
the training time decreasing while increasing the no. of nodes. The support vector is
minimum at 3 nodes and accuracy is maximum at that point.

Heart Dataset Classification
The dataset contains 270 instances having 13 attributes having 2 class labeled. Two
experiments are carried out on this dataset.
(a)The original dataset is run on a single node by keeping the penalty parameter C=1 and
varying the size of RBF kernel parameter σ in the range 0.01 to1000. The comparative value of
number of support vectors and its accuracy has been calculated. The line graph for
corresponding results is shown below.

Figure 22. Comparison of Support Vectors and its Corresponding Accuracy
on Heart Disease Dataset

(b)In this experiment the original heart dataset is replicated 500 times, 1000 times and
2000 times and the generated new dataset having 135000, 270000, 540000 instances
respectively. The no of support vectors, its corresponding accuracy and training time has
been calculated on these new datasets by varying the no of nodes on Hadoop cluster.
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Table12. Result Analysis By Replicating Heart Dataset 500 Times
No. of nodes
1
2
3
4

Number of SVs
7485
7645
7419
7487

Training Time ( in sec)
310.646
140.184
90.345
86.374

Accuracy (in %)
89.34
88.47
91.56
90.04

Figure 23. Comparison of training time & its accuracy of heart dataset
(replicating 500 times) on Hadoop cluster by varying no of nodes

Figure 24. Comparison of No of Support Vectors on Hadoop Cluster by
Varying No of Nodes
Table13. Result Analysis by replicating Heart Dataset 1000 times
No of nodes
1
2
3
4

94

Number of SVs
8898
9034
8856
8654

Training Time (in Sec)
541.31
278.56
186.34
121.34

Accuracy (in %)
94.35
93.23
94.33
96.38
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Figure 25. Comparison of Training Time & its Accuracy of Heart Dataset
(Replicating1000 Times) on Hadoop Cluster by Varying No of nodes

Figure 26. Comparison of No of Support Vectors on Hadoop Cluster By
Varying No of Nodes
Table 14. Result Analysis of Heart Dataset by Replicating Dataset 2000
Times
No of nodes
1
2
3
4

Number of SVs
N/A
9896
9567
9840

Training Time (in sec)
N/A
567.48
345.20
243.67

Accuracy (in %)
N/A
94.38
96.56
95.05

Experiment is carried out on heart dataset. From the results we can analyze bigger the
dataset we are getting more speed up on Hadoop cluster. We can see when the data is
being replicated 2000 times it can’t be processed on a single node. It is run out of
memory. It is necessary to process large dataset in parallel manner.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
Data mining is still a big research area for large scaled data. Support Vector Machine is
considered as the most effective classifier. SVM classification model depends on the
count of support vectors generated by the support vector classifier. The number of support
vectors is directly proportional to the required memory which is used to store the support
vectors. Most commonly used sequential SVM is difficult to work with large scale data
set. In this paper several experiments have been performed. It has been verified as we
increased the data size and number of nodes on Hadoop cluster execution time was
decreases. From these experiments, it has been analyzed that a MapReduce based parallel
SVM works efficiently on large datasets as compared to the sequential SVM. An
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advantage of using MapReduce based SVM over sequential SVM is the core components
of Hadoop framework HDFS and MapReduce distributed programming model provides
the data awareness between the NameNode and DataNode and also between the Job
Tracker and Task Tracker .In the Section 6.2 experiment no 5,6,7,8 and 9 has been carried
out. In these experiments an efficient parameter selection method is implemented by
choosing RBF kernel function on MapReduce based parallel SVM. Here the no. of
support vectors and its corresponding accuracy has been calculated by taking the value
range of σ. From the experimental results, it has been analyzed that as we increased the
value of σ, the number of support vectors decreased up to some value of σ, and the
corresponding accuracy increased. In the experiment number 9 the heart dataset is
replicated by 500, 1000 and 2000 times and the datasets are run on Hadoop cluster by
varying the no of nodes. The corresponding number of support vectors, its accuracy and
training time has been calculated. The result shows the large dataset take less time on
Hadoop multi node cluster as compared to single node.
In this paper, the dataset up to 1 GB has been run on Hadoop cluster having maximum
4 nodes. In the future work dataset of much larger size can be run on several node Hadoop
clusters to determine the execution time. The paper deals with RBF kernel function and
its corresponding parameters. We have seen how the SVM parameters affect its accuracy.
Effective optimization of these parameters can give much better results in future. Several
parameter optimization techniques like genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization,
Ant Colony optimization etc. can be used to optimize these parameters to achieve better
accuracy. Also the experiment can be performed by also taking other kernel functions
into the consideration to see its effect on number of support vectors and its accuracy.
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